Make Ghana the Largest
Renewable Energy Hub in West Africa!

Accra 40 km

Lomé 50 km

The project sites are located in the Greater Accra Region between Tsopoli and Ada. They are
North and South of the Accra-Aflao-Road and have a good connection to Tema harbour.
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Make Ghana the Largest Renewable
Energy Hub in West Africa!

NEK Umwelttechnik AG, which was established in 1989, is a Swiss engineering company active
worldwide in several application fields related to renewable energy, mainly wind park developments. With over 25 years of experience in the RE sector, NEK is an expert in specialized management and engineering services related to wind energy. The company is active in Ghana since
1998.
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NEK (Ghana) Ltd. is one of NEK's affiliated branch offices based in Accra and works on project developments in Ghana.
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Ghana

has good and untapped Thanks to its geographic posi- Current challenges in the
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Konikablo
200 MW

2017
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Environmental

and Social Impact Assessments have been
carried out for all wind farms,
respective EPA permits were
obtained

No

resettlements of people are
required
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Construction

Koluedor
160 MW

2025

Ready to be built
RE projects

Tendering for
RE projects

Full
transformation

100% RE +
local gas

special project fund will contribute on a yearly basis with
more than $ 2 mio to support
the local population

Realize ready-tobe-built RE projects, such as Konikablo Wind Farm
and various solar
projects, also for
export to ECOWAS

Launch tendering
process for RE projects. This will
boost the realization of projects and
further reduce the
prices

Start termination
process of all nonrenewables and
non-gas projects
and continue realization of cheap RE
projects

Achieving power
supply with 100%
RE and domestic
gas
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Togbloku
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Farmers

will continue cultivat- Bird and bat studies carried
ing their land around the turout show the compliance of
bines, with financial and skill
the projects with highest intercontributions coming
national standards

projects will fund training
The land is just leased and
The projects will use local
and education institutions in
belongs to the traditional owcontractors whenever possibthe project area for health, agners also once the wind farms
le
riculture and social benefits
will be operational
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Termination of
expensive
emergency power
plants and outdated conventional
plants

Amlakpo
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The

The

projects will be implemented in regions where there is a need for social and industrial development

rightful owners of the land The projects will generate vado lease the plots for the turbirious employment opportunines to NEK for a yearly defined
ties both locally and regionalrental fee - NEK does not
ly
purchase the land.

